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ABSTRACT
Our system for the Japanese BC/EXAM subtasks in NTCIR10 RITE2 is an extension of our previous system for NTCIR9 RITE. The new techniques are (1) Case-aware noun phrase
matching using ontologies: The motivation of the feature
is to capture ﬁner syntactic structures than simple word
matching. We uses ontologies to allow ﬂexible matching
of noun phrases. (2) Temporal expression matching after
mapping historical entities to speciﬁc time intervals: The
motivation of historical entity mapping is to expand the capabilities of the temporal expression matching. From the
experimental results, we found that the coverage is more
important than the accuracy in the temporal entity mapping. The scores of the formal runs were 74.9% (accuracy in
BC) and 64.5% (accuracy in EXAM), which outperformed
the baselines provided by the organizer.

Team Name
IBM

The architecture of our system for NTCIR-10 RITE2 [8]
is almost the same as the previous system. To capture complex syntactic and semantic relationships between two different texts, a supervised machine learning approach is used.
Given a pair of texts H and T , the system parses them and
extracts features for the classiﬁer. To represent a text pair,
the features are located in the pair feature space [9]. Resources created from Wikipedia were used in some of the
pair feature extractions. Finally, a classiﬁer predicts a label
representing whether the meaning of H can be inferred from
T.
We used these feature sets for the classiﬁer in this work.
The names in parentheses denote the ID of each feature set
that is referred in the rest of this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Textual entailment recognition is a task to determine whether
the meaning of a hypothesis (H, the entailed text) can be
inferred from a text (T , the entailing text). Understanding
the language and background knowledge at a human level
is required in textual entailment recognition. Many NLP
applications, such as Question Answering and Information
Retrieval, need textual entailment recognition technologies
to improve their performances.
This paper describes new techniques for entailment recognition, case-aware noun phrase matching using ontologies
and advanced temporal expression matching, which we integrated with our previous system [7] from NTCIR-9 RITE
[5]. In the previous system we focused only on numerical
temporal expressions, such as “1620 ” (‘1620s’). The
newly added features handle not only numerical temporal
expressions but also non-numerical temporal expressions.



Character overlap ratio (Char)
Word overlap ratio and word pairs (Word)
Predicate-argument structure matching (PAS)
Matching of noun phrases followed by a common case
marker (Case)
An extension of Case, using the ontology generated
from Wikipedia categories (CaseOnt1 )
An extension of Case, using word classes extracted
from Wikipedia abstracts (CaseOnt2 )
Temporal expression matching (Temporal)
An extension of Temporal, using a dictionary created
from Wikipedia chronological tables (Time1 )
An extension of Temporal, using a dictionary created
from Wikipedia infoboxes and abstracts (Time2 )
The same as Time2 , but without numerical temporal
expressions (TimeE)

Section 2 describes the ﬁrst three feature sets (1 to 3)
derived from our previous system. Section 3 describes the
next three features (4 to 6) generated by the matching of
noun phrases followed by a case marker. Section 4 describes
the last four features (7 to 10), which provides the temporal
expression matching after mapping any historical entities to
speciﬁc time intervals.
The best accuracy of the formal runs we submitted in
the BC subtask was 74.9% and our result was 11.0 points
better than the baseline provided by the organizer. The
best accuracy of the formal runs we submitted in the EXAM
subtask was 64.5% and our result was 8.0 points better. To
accurately evaluate the proposed method described in this
paper, we investigated all of the combinations of the feature
sets. The best accuracies of the formal runs were 77.5% in
the BC subtask and 69.0% in the EXAM subtask.
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2. TEXTUAL ENTAILMENT SYSTEM AT
NTCIR-9 RITE TASK
The system proposed here exploits four features and one
classiﬁer that were eﬀective in the NTCIR-9 RITE task. We
describe the classiﬁer in Section 2.1 and the four feature sets
in Section 2.2.

2.1 Classifier
To capture complex syntactic and semantic relationships
between two diﬀerent texts, we used a supervised machine
learning approach. Each pair of diﬀerent sentences (denoted
as T and H) are represented in a pair feature space [9] and
a logistic regression (LR) model is trained using labeled examples.
Let x ∈ X be the feature representation of a pair of H
and T , y ∈ Y be an entailment label of a label set Y , and
φ(x, y) : |X| × |Y | be the Cartesian product of x and a label
assignment vector. the LR model represents a conditional
probability P(y|x) in a log-linear form:
Pθ (y|x) =

1
exp(θ  φ(x, y)),
Z

(1)

where θ is the parameter vector of LR model and u v denotes the inner product of the vectors u and v. Note that
the denominator is the partition function:
Z=



exp(θ  φ(x, y)).

(x,y)∈E

H
T
H

εʔβϯɾτϨε͞ΜۃΊͯѱੑͷߴ͍͕ΜͷҰछ
ϝϥϊʔϚ͕ʹ͕Γɺࢮʹͳͬͨɻ
‘Ms. Susan Torres became brain dead due to melanoma ...’
εʔβϯɾτϨε͞Μࢮʹͳͬͨɻ
‘Ms. Susan Torres became brain dead.’
ຊͰଁثҠ২๏͕ࢪߦ͞Εͯ̓Ҏ্ʹͳΔɻ
‘The organ transplantation law have been eﬀective for
7 years in Japan.’
ຊͰଁثҠ২๏ࢪߦ͞Εͨɻ
‘The organ transplantation law became eﬀective in Japan.’

predicate type: a bunsetsu led by a verb or an adjective
as a predicate, and zero or more postpositional phrases
with a case marker as arguments
modiﬁer type: a modiﬁer bunsetsu and a modiﬁee bunsetsu, such as adverbial modiﬁcation
For example, the sentence (3) is converted to a set of the
predicate-argument structures. (P1) is a predicate type, and
(P2) and (P3) are examples of the modiﬁer type.
൴ େ͖ͳ Ӻ Ώͬ͘Γ ߦͬͨɻ

(3)

(P1) ߦ͘ (൴, Ӻ) (‘go (he, station)’)

Using the training data E ≡ {(x, y)}, the parameter θ can
be estimated by maximizing the regularized log-likelihood
||θ||2
ln Pθ (y|x) +
,
2σ 2

T

(‘He slowly went to a big station.’)

y∈Y



Table 1: Examples of sentence pairs that activate
the feature fP AS .

(2)

where the ﬁnal term is a Gaussian prior on θ with mean 0
and variance σ 2 . In the experiments, θ was optimized by
Newton-CG methods [3] and the hyper-parameter σ was determined by grid search using 5-fold cross-validation (CV).

2.2 Features
In this section, we describe four features used in both the
NTCIR-9 RITE task and the NTCIR-10 RITE2 task.

Overlap ratios of characters (Char).

Let cT and cH be the set of characters in H and T , respectively. The value of the character overlap ratio feature
is deﬁned as |cT ∩ cH |/|cH |.

Overlap ratios of words and word pairs (Word).

Let mT and mH be the set of content words in T and
H, respectively. The value of the word overlap ratio feature
is deﬁned as |mT ∩ mH |/|mH |. The word pair feature is
all of the combinations (mt , mh )|mt ∈ mT , mh ∈ mH of the
content words. We use only the word pair features appearing
more than once in the training data.

Fulfillment tests with Predicate-Argument
Structures (PAS).
The syntactic tree is converted to a set of predicate-argument
structures to examine whether H covers all of the information in T . The predicate-argument structures used here are
one of these two types:



(P2) େ͖ͳ  Ӻ  (‘big station’)
(P3) Ώͬ͘Γ  ߦ͘  (‘slowly go’)
We use a feature fP AS in the fulﬁllment test. The fP AS =
1 only if all of the predicate-argument structures in H are
subsumed by one of those in T , and otherwise fP AS = 0.
The phrase “p1 subsumes p2 ” means that p1 and p2 have
the same predicate and all of the arguments of p2 in p1 .
For instance, a predicate-argument structure “ߦ͘ (Ӻ)” is
subsumed by (P1) in the above example. Table 1 gives examples of sentence pairs in which fP AS = 1. This feature
appears to be a strong clue for the entailment.
To improve the coverage of this subsumption, the introduction of hyponym and hypernym relationships using WordNet was tested, but few pairs of nouns in T and H matched
the relationships, so we abandoned the use of WordNet for
this feature.

3.

CASE-AWARE NOUN PHRASE MATCHING

We added new feature sets based on matching of noun
phrases followed by case markers to capture ﬁner syntactic
structures than word matching.

3.1

Features with case-aware noun phrase matching

The feature sets represent the number of matchings of the
noun phrases followed by the speciﬁc case markers in H and
T . We focus on these case makers:
Ψ֨ (“Ga-case”), Ϯ֨ (“Wo-case”), χ֨ (“Nicase”), τ֨ (“To-case”), σ֨ (“De-case”), Χϥ
֨ (“Kara-case”), ϤϦ֨ (“Yori-case”), ϔ֨ (“Hecase”), Ϛσ֨ (“Made-case”)
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For example, when a noun phrases “Λ” (‘TreatyACC’) appears both in H and T , a feature value “Ϯ:1”
is generated because the noun in Ϯ֨ (“Wo-case”) is the
same.
Three feature sets are deﬁned for case-aware noun matching. The ﬁrst one requires exact matching and the others
allow ﬂexible matching of noun phrases using ontologies. We
compare the word classes of the pair of case-aware nouns in
the other two feature sets. We use ontologies is to improve
the matching accuracy. For example, “ѱౘ” (‘bad guy’) and
“ѱ” (‘badman’) have also same meanings, and the diﬀerent surface forms. To recognize the meaning match of the
text pair, we used the word class in the comparison.

Matching of case-aware noun phrase (Case).
A simple matching algorithm is used for the Case feature. The Case feature uses surface forms of the input noun
phrases for matching.

Matching of Case-aware noun phrase using ontology
created from Wikipedia category (CaseOnt1).
We added the feature set CaseOnt1 where the nouns are
compared by word classes, instead of their surface forms.
To get word class, we use Shibaki’s ontology [4], an IS-A ontology generated automatically from Wikipedia, which contains 420,000 words and 34,000 hierarchized word classes. It
is broad and can provide word classes for many words. Here
the eight nodes in the ﬁrst level in the Shibaki ontology are
used as the word classes for matching.

Matching of case-aware noun phrase using ontology
created from Wikipedia abstracts (CaseOnt2).
The CaseOnt2 feature is also an extension of the Case
feature and uses the same strategy as CaseOnt1 . The value
of the CaseOnt2 feature is derived from comparisons of the
word classes of the noun phrases. The diﬀerence between
CaseOnt1 and CaseOnt2 is only the resource used for obtaining the word classes.
The pairs of a word and its word class were automatically extracted from the Wikipedia abstract with Kazama’s
method [2]. There were 250,000 instances and 33,000 word
classes were extracted.
Table 2 shows some words and their word classes using
the two resources. N ull means that a resource does not
have that word. Since one instance in Shibaki’s ontology
sometimes has several word classes, a word like “ྊਖൿঞ”
(‘Ryojin Hisho’) can have several classes. In this case the
word can have “ܳज़” (‘art’), “จॻ” (‘document’), “ग़൛”
(‘publication’) and “ฏ҆࣌ͷจֶ” (‘literature in Heian
period’). Because the word coverages of the two resources
are diﬀerent , words such “ྊਖൿঞ” (‘Ryojin Hisho’) and “
ถ” (‘Japan-US Treaty of Amity and Friendship’)
belong to only one of the two resource.

4. TEMPORAL DIMENSION REDUCTION
We are focusing on a notion of temporal dimension reduction and added the new feature sets to compare the temporal
expressions in the sentence pairs. Comparison of temporal
expressions is a method to simplify the semantics of sentences expressed in a complex natural language into forms
in which their semantic overlaps are computable.
Here we pick the time axis as a focal dimension and try



to map an input sentence into a duration of years. This allows us to estimate the entailment relationships between the
two sentences by verifying the overlap of their time intervals
derived from the two sentences. In other words, this is an
attempt to reduce the dimensionality of the semantics of the
natural language expressions into a single dimension.
We introduce four feature sets coming from temporal expressions comparison. The ﬁrst one is Temporal, which is
the feature set used in the NTCIR-9 RITE. The others are
new in this paper and expansions of the previous feature
sets, to handle more temporal expressions.
Temporal expressions can be divided into non-numerical
or numerical. Temporal, a feature set in the previous system, focuses only on numerical temporal expressions, such
as the “1620 ” (‘1620s’). The new features can handle not only numerical temporal expressions, but also nonnumerical temporal expressions to expand the capabilities
of the temporal expression matching.
A non-numerical temporal expression is deﬁned as a noun
phrase with objectively deﬁned start and end years. We call
this a “historical entity” in the rest of the paper. To handle
historical entities in a standard way with numerical expressions, each historical entity is mapped into a speciﬁc time
interval (start year to end year). For example “ถ
” (‘Japan-US Treaty of Amity and Friendship’) is a historical entity, which can be mapped to [1854, 1854] because
it was signed in 1854.

4.1

Motivation of historical entity mapping

Our work in NTCIR-9 RITE showed that temporal expressions were important in recognizing textual entailment
relationships. The feature set coming from temporal expressions comparison was eﬀective not only for the EXAM
subtask in which numerical temporal expressions appear frequently but also for the BC subtask.
In the previous work the overlap of the numerical temporal expressions in H and T were used for calculation of
the feature value. Here we expand the matching of the time
intervals by identifying the non-numerical temporal expressions.
Figure 1 illustrates the concept of the historical entity
mapping. The semantics of the sentence can be represented
in a word vector space of high dimensionality. The key idea
of historical entity mapping is to map those words in the
vector space into the time axis of a single dimension. Since
a historical entity is a noun phrase with objectively deﬁned
start and end years, we can map it into a speciﬁc interval
on the time axis. For examples, “ถ” (‘JapanUS Treaty of Amity and Friendship’ can be mapped into
[1854, 1854] and “Ӄ‘( ”ظCloistered Rule’) can be mapped
into [1086, 1185].
We studied the appearances of historical entities in the
data to evaluate the capabilities for historical entity mapping in NTCIR-10 RITE2. Out of 50 sentences randomly
selected from EXAM training data set, 37 sentences had one
or more numerical temporal expressions, and 22 sentences
had one or more historical entities. Therefore such historical
entities can be used to increase the likelihood of temporal
matching.
Interestingly, a self-contradiction in a text may be detected by using temporal expressions extracted from a text.
Table 3 shows an example. With the knowledge that the “ੈ
քਓݖએ‘( ”ݴUniversal Declaration of Human Rights’) was
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Table 2: Examples of instances in two ontologies
historical entity
“ฏகཔ”(‘Tairano-Muneyori’)
“ྊਖൿঞ”(“Ryojin Hisho”)

“ถ”
(‘Japan-US Treaty of Amity and Friendship’)

word classes in CaseOnt1
“ਓؒ”(‘human being’)
“ܳज़”(‘art’)
“จॻ”(‘document’)
“ग़൛”(‘publication’)
“ฏ҆࣌ͷจֶ (“literature in Heian period”)
null

word classes in CaseOnt2
“ক”(‘commanding’)
null

“”(‘treaty’)

Table 4:
Examples of historical entities from
Wikipedia chronological tables
historical entity
ࢣൣֶߍ
(“Normal school”)
αϥΰα
(“Treaty of Tordesillas”)
όʔσϯେެΧʔϧ
(“Charles, Grand Duke of Baden”)

Figure 1: Concept of temporal dimension reduction.

Table 3: An example of self-contradiction found by
the time interval.

H

ୈೋ࣍ੈքେઓલɼࠃࡍ࿈ໍͷ૯ձͰɼ
ੈքਓݖએ͞࠾͕ݴΕͨɻ
‘The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted
by the United Nations General Assembly
before World War II.’

adopted in 1948 and the “ୈೋ࣍ੈքେઓ” (‘Second World
War’) ended in 1945, we can map them into [1984, 1984],
[∞, 1945]. the mismatch of the time intervals of these two
historical entities can be detected. It could be regarded as a
trigger to detect that this hypothesis can never be entailed
from any texts.
We didn’t use this self-contradiction detection in NTCIR10 RITE2, even though it may be eﬀective. Textual entailment recognition is a task to compare a pair of given texts
for a decision, and thus a method using only one text is
not suitable. The temporal features we used in NTCIR-10
RITE2 were calculated from comparisons of pairs of texts.

4.2 Temporal entity mapping
using Wikipedia chronological tables
One approach for the creation of a lexical resource for
temporal mapping is extraction from chronological tables
in Wikipedia. We relied on articles whose titles are speciﬁc
years such as “1192 ”(‘year 1192’) and “ݩلલ 4 ” (‘Year
4 BC’). These entries typically carry information on multiple
people or events.
We regarded the Wikipedia titles appearing in “Ͱ͖͝ͱ”
(‘Events’) section in such yearly articles as historical entities



start year
1872
1529
1806

starting and ending in the title years. For example, since “
חນ” (‘Kamakura shogunate’) appears only in the “Ͱ͖
͝ͱ” (‘Events’) section of the article titled “1192 ” (‘year
1192’), a noun “חນ” (‘Kamakura shogunate’) can be
mapped to 1192.
From a total of 3,147 articles with chronological tables a
total of 14,962 historical entities were extracted. To evaluate the accuracy of the relationships between the historical entities and the time intervals, we randomly picked 100
pairs and manually investigated whether the historical entities were correctly mapped to speciﬁc time intervals, and
we found that 49 relationships of the 100 were correct.
Table 6 shows three pairs of historical entities and start
years extracted by this method. The ﬁrst and the second
pairs are correct and the third one is incorrect. The ﬁrst “
ࢣൣֶߍ” (‘Normal school’) appeared the in 1872 and the “
αϥΰα” (‘Treaty of Tordesillas’) was signed in 1529.
The year 1806 is not the start year of “όʔσϯେެΧʔϧ”
(‘Charles, Grand Duke of Baden’), but he got married in
1806. Most of the incorrect extractions were due to similar
problems.

4.3

Temporal entity mapping
using Wikipedia infoboxes and abstracts

In this section we describe another method to extract pairs
of historical entities and time intervals from Wikipedia. This
involved the Wikipedia Infoboxes and abstracts as the information sources.
A typical Wikipedia article contains an infobox that provides a structured summary record for the entity described
in the article. Each infobox contains a set of attribute-value
pairs that are manually constructed by the crowd editors.
Since Wikipedia infoboxes have wide-coverage and high accuracy information, while some other knowledge resources
such as DBpedia [1] and YAGO [6] are constructed from
these Wikipedia infoboxes.
We focused on speciﬁc attributes that seem to be related
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Table 5: Example of Wikipedia abstract.

Table 6:
Examples of historical entities from
Wikipedia infoboxes and abstracts

ΫϦετϑΝʔɾίϩϯϒεʢҏ: Cristoforo Colomboɺ
ӳ: Christopher Columbusɺ1451 ࠒ - 1506  5 ݄ 20 ʣ
୳ݕՈɾߤւऀɾίϯΩελυʔϧɺౕྴਓɻ
‘Christopher Columbus (Italian: Cristoforo Colombo;
English: Christopher Columbus; 1451 - 20 May 1506)
was an explorer, navigator, conquistador and slave trader.’
ถʢʹ͍ͪΘ͠Μ͡ΐ͏͘ʣɺ
1854  3 ݄ 31 ʢՅӬ 7  3 ݄ 3 ʣʹߐށນͱ
ΞϝϦΧ߹ऺࠃ͕క݁ͨ͠Ͱ͋Δɻ
‘Japan-US Treaty of Amity and Friendship was a treaty
concluded between the United States and the Tokugawa
shogunate On March 31, 1854.’

historical entity
ΫϦετϑΝʔɾίϩϯϒε
(“Christopher Columbusl”)
ถ
(“Japan-US Treaty of Amity and Friendship”)
ฏகཔ
(“Taira-no-Muneyori”)

4.4

to start or end years and extracted the values corresponding
to those speciﬁc attributes. We used the following attribute
keys in both English and Japanese to extract the start or
end years:
“death_date”, “Date”, “founded date”, “established_date”, “birthdate”, “deathdate”, “birth_date”,
“ੜ݄”, “։࠵݄”, “݄”, “։࢝”,
“ऴྃ” , “ੜ”.
If the infobox of an article contains any attribute name
in this list, we tried to extract the start or end year from
the abstract. Wikipedia abstracts are short descriptions of
the articles. Wikipedia abstracts usually contain signiﬁcant
information such as hometown and birthday.
We found the two things through the analysis of Wikipedia
abstracts:
• The ﬁrst sentence in an abstract tends to have the
start and end year.
• In particular, the phrase in the ﬁrst parentheses tends
to have the start and end year.
We only process the ﬁrst sentence or the phrase in the
ﬁrst parentheses. If the ﬁrst sentence in an abstract has
parentheses, the search range is changed to the phrase in
the parentheses. If there are no parentheses in ﬁrst sentence
of the abstract, we attempted to extract a temporal entity
from the ﬁrst sentence.
After changing the search range, we extracted each numerical temporal entity by using one simple regular expression.
The regular expression we used was “[0-9]+ ”. Phrases
that matched this pattern were regarded as temporal expressions. If there were multiple numerical expressions, we
extracted the ﬁrst two expressions as the start and end years.
If there was only one numerical temporal expression, it was
regarded as a start year.
From 843,784 articles in the Japanese Wikipedia, 88,900
pairs of a historical entity and a time interval were extracted.
In the same way as in Section 4.2, we evaluated our extraction method on 100 randomly-selected pairs, and the accuracy was 87%.
Three examples of pairs extracted by this method are
shown in Table 6. The ﬁrst and second pairs are correct.
“ΫϦετϑΝʔɾίϩϯϒε” (‘Christopher Columbus’) was
born in 1451 and “ถ” (‘Japan-US Treaty of Amity
and Friendship’) was signed in 1854. However the third one
is incorrect. “ฏகཔ” (‘Taira-no-Muneyori’) was not born,
but died in 1011.



start year
1451
1854
1011

Features with temporal expression matching

We describe four feature sets representing the relationships between temporal expressions in T and H. The ﬁrst
one is the feature set used in our NTCIR-9 system and the
other is the new set proposed in this paper.
The main diﬀerence in the four features from temporal
expression matching is the mapping function. The mapping
function depends on the resource that provides the pairs of
the historical entity and the time interval.
Let x ∈ X be a temporal expression in the sentences, and
let I be a time interval [a, b] = {y ∈ R|a ≤ y ≤ b}. Function
m : X → I maps x to [a, b].
Temporal expressions are extracted and they are mapped
into year intervals using four rules:
Year: “N ” (‘the year of N ’) is converted to the year range
[N, N ]. All Japanese calendar schemes are covered.
For example, “ত 50 ” is converted to [1975, 1975].
Decade: “N ” (‘the decade from N ’) is converted to the
year range [N, N + 9]. The suﬃxes “લ” (‘the ﬁrst
half’) and “ޙ” (‘the latter half’) are also considered,
for example, “1920 લ” is converted to the year
range [1920, 1924].
Century: “N ੈ‘( ”لN th century’) is converted to the year
range [100(N − 1) + 1, 100N ]. The suﬃxes “લ”, “ޙ
” and some other variations such as “ॳ಄” (‘beginning’) reduce the width of the year range.
Historical entity mapping: Historical entity is converted
to speciﬁc time interval. For example, “ถ”
(‘Japan-US Treaty of Amity and Friendship’) can be
mapped into [1854, 1854].
Let Ix be the time interval [ai , bi ]. Let Iy be the time
interval [aj , bj ]. The three functions which represent the
relationships between Ix and Iy can be considered.



1
0

matchE(Ix , Iy ) =

if ai = aj ∧ bi = bj
otherwise

(4)

⎧
⎨1 if (aj ≤ ai ∧ bi < bj )
include(Ix , Iy ) =

⎩

0

∨(aj < ai ∧ bi ≤ bj )
otherwise

(5)

⎧
⎨1 if (ai < aj ∧ bi < bj )
matchP (Ix , Iy ) =

⎩

0

∨(aj < ai ∧ bj < bi )
otherwise

(6)
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Temporal expression matching, focusing on numerical
temporal expressions (Temporal).
This feature uses the mapping function that can handle
only the numerical temporal expression. Let X = {Ii |i =
1, 2...n} and Y = {Ij |j = 1, 2...m} be sets of time intervals
coming from the temporal expressions in the sentence T and
H, respectively.. The feature value is deﬁned:



fmatch (X, Y ) =

1
0


funmatch (X, Y ) =





if
x∈X
otherwise
1
0

y∈Y

fmatchP (x, y) = 0

if fmatch = 0 ∧ X = φ ∧ Y = φ
otherwise

Temporal expression matching using a dictionary created from Wikipedia chronological tables (Time1).
This feature uses the mapping function that can handle
the numerical temporal expressions and the historical entities. The ﬁrst appearing temporal expression is used as the
basis of matching
Let X = {Ii |i = 1, 2...n} and Y = {Ij |j = 1, 2...m} be
sets of time intervals coming from the temporal expressions
in the sentence T and H. Let It1 and Ih1 be the time intervals coming from the ﬁrst appearing temporal expressions
in T and H. We use matchE(It1 , Ih1 ), include(It1 , Ih1 ),
include(Ih1 , It1 ), matchP (It1 , Ih1 ) as feature. We also use
funmatch (X, Y ) as feature. funmatch (X, Y ) is deﬁned:

⎧
1 if matchE(It1 , Ih1 ) = 0
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
∧include(It1 , Ih1 ) = 0
⎪
⎪
⎨
funmatch (X, Y ) =

⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩

0

5.

Table 7 shows the accuracies of the formal runs we submitted. The accuracies in parenthesis are the submitted
formal-run results before the bug-ﬁx. The logic is exactly
the same as we have intended and as described in this paper. The best accuracy of our formal runs in the BC subtask
was 74.9% which was 11.0 points better than the baseline
provided by the organizer. The best accuracy of our formal
runs in the EXAM subtask was 64.5% which was 8.0 points
better.
To accurately evaluate the proposed method described in
Sections 2, 3 and 4, we investigated all of the combinations
of the feature sets. We basically selected feature sets for
the formal run submissions using the average accuracies on
5-fold cross-validation with the training data. The Char
feature, the overlap ratios of the characters, was used as a
baseline here. Note that this is not the same as the baseline
provided by the organizer. Table 8 shows some of the results
of the experiments. This is what the a metric of row of the
table mean:
1st to 3rd rows: Top-3 accuracies and feature set combinations ordered by BC’s accuracy in cross-validation.
4th to 6th rows: Top-3 accuracies and feature set combinations ordered by EXAM’s accuracy in cross-validation.
7th to 9th rows: Top-3 accuracies and feature set combinations ordered by BC’s accuracy in formal run.
10th to 12th rows: Top-3 accuracies and feature set combinations ordered by EXAM’s accuracy in formal run.
Last row: Our baseline

5.1

∧include(Ih1 , It1 ) = 0
∧matchP (It1 , Ih1 ) = 0
∧X = φ ∧ Y = φ
otherwise

For the calculations with Time1 features, the historical
entities are mapped to temporal expressions with the Wikipedia
chronological tables. The temporal entity extraction method
from the Wikipedia chronological tables was described in
Section 4.2.

Temporal expression matching using a dictionary created from Wikipedia infoboxes and abstracts (Time2).
Time2 is almost the same as Time1 . The feature value is
calculated by using sets of the time intervals X, Y and the
ﬁrst appearing temporal expressions It1 , Ih1 . This feature
set use matchE(It1 , Ih1 ), include(It1 , Ih1 ), include(Ih1 , It1 ),
matchP (It1 , Ih1 ) and funmatch (X, Y ) as feature.
The diﬀerence between Time1 and Time2 is the mapping
function. The historical entities are mapped to temporal
expressions using Wikipedia abstracts and infoboxes. The
temporal entity extraction method from the Wikipedia infoboxes and abstracts is described in Section 4.3.

Temporal expression matching, focusing on temporal
expression about historical entities (TimeE).
TimeE has the same feature values as used in Time1 and
Time2 . For the calculations with TimeE feature, only the
ﬁrst appearing temporal expression related to the historical
entity are used. The mapping is based on the same method
as used for the Time2 features.



EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

BC subtask

The best performance in cross-validation is 81.0% which is
2.1% above our baseline. The best performance in a formal
run is 77.5% which 2.1% above our baseline. In the crossvalidation and formal runs the features from temporal expression matching (Temporal, Time1 , Time2 , and TimeE)
were eﬀective. In particular, the Time1 and Temporal features were eﬀective in the cross-validation and formal runs.
Some features changed the performance between the crossvalidation and formal runs. Although the CaseOnt1 feature
is eﬀective in the cross-validation, it did not work well in
the formal run.

5.2

EXAM subtask

The best performance in cross-validation is 67.6% which is
9.4% above our baseline. The best performance in a formal
run is 68.8% which is 3.9% above our baseline.
Feature combinations working well in the cross-validation
did not improve the performance in the formal run. In particular, Case and Time2 did not work well in the formal
run.

5.3

Discussion

To evaluate the performance of the case-aware noun phrase
matching, we compared the results of the feature sets containing the case-aware noun phrase matching and the results
of the feature sets without them. We used the feature sets
in the previous system (Char, Word, PAS, Temporal) as
the base feature sets in this comparison. Table 9 shows the
comparison of the result where the top row shows the result of the base feature sets. The most of the feature sets
having the case-aware noun phrase matching did not out-
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Table 7: Accuracies of our formal runs (changed after submission)
Case
BC-01
BC-02
BC-03
EXAM-01
EXAM-02
EXAM-03






CaseOnt1






CaseOnt2

Temporal





Time1











Time2

TimeE










Char




Word









PAS





accuracy
74.9 (74.3)
73.8 (73.8)
73.4 (73.8)
61.6 (57.6)
61.8 (57.6)
64.5 (60.9)

Table 8: Accuracies for comparison of the eﬀective feature sets
Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13



CaseOnt1





CaseOnt2









Temporal














Time1




Time2















TimeE









Char














Word













PAS










Cross-Validation
BC
EXAM
81.0
68.0
80.8
68.0
80.8
67.6
80.2
68.6
80.5
68.4
80.5
68.4
79.7
68.0
79.5
68.0
79.7
67.8
80.4
67.8
80.2
67.8
79.7
67.3
78.90
64.7

Formal Run
BC
EXAM
73.8
64.5
77.1
64.1
73.8
64.7
73.9
65.2
73.9
62.1
73.9
65.0
77.5
67.4
77.5
67.0
77.5
67.6
77.1
69.0
77.1
68.5
76.9
68.5
75.4
64.1

Table 9: Accuracies for comparisons of the features from case-aware noun phrase matching
Case





CaseOnt1

CaseOnt2














Cross-Validation
BC
EXAM
80.4
68.2
80.3
67.8
80.0
67.3
80.5
67.8
79.5
67.5
80.5
68.4
80.2
68.2
80.0
68.4

Formal Run
BC
EXAM
76.7
66.3
73.9
65.2
73.9
64.7
76.9
66.3
73.9
65.2
73.9
65.0
73.9
65.0
73.9
65.0

average
72.9
71.8
71.5
72.9
71.5
72.0
71.8
71.8

Table 12: Accuracies for comparison the features from temporal expression matching
Temporal











Time1









Time2










TimeE










Cross-Validation
BC
EXAM
80.2
65.9
80.4
68.2
80.0
68.0
80.5
67.8
80.2
65.7
79.5
68.0
80.4
68.0
80.2
67.8
80.4
68.0
80.2
67.8
79.9
67.5
80.0
67.6
79.7
68.0
80.4
68.4
80.0
67.8
80.2
68.0



Formal Run
BC
EXAM
76.6
64.7
76.7
66.3
77.2
66.7
76.7
64.7
76.7
65.0
77.5
67.0
76.6
65.6
76.7
65.6
76.9
67.2
77.1
68.5
76.4
64.5
77.1
65.4
77.5
67.4
77.2
67.9
76.7
66.5
76.7
67.6

average
71.8
72.9
73.0
72.5
71.9
73.0
72.6
72.6
73.1
73.4
72.1
72.5
73.2
73.5
72.8
73.1
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Table 10: The number of text pairs where caseaware noun phrase matching succeeded

Case
CaseOnt1
CaseOnt2

training set
BC EXAM
119
121
131
135
21
25

evaluation set
BC EXAM
126
117
140
124
27
26

Table 11: The number of text pairs where temporal
expressions can be compared

Temporal
Time1
Time2
TimeE

training set
BC EXAM
35
83
184
241
37
102
48
48

evaluation set
BC EXAM
57
119
219
209
63
123
59
57

perform the base feature sets in both the BC subtask and
the EXAM subtask.
We show the number of text pairs where case-aware noun
phrase matching succeeded in Table 10. We can investigated
the relationship between case-aware noun phrase matching
and the accuracy by using Table 9 and 10. In CaseOnt1
and CaseOnt2 , the nouns were compared by word classes,
instead of by their surface forms to increase the number
of matchings. In CaseOnt1 the numbers of the matching
increase in each text set. On the other hand, there is a
few matchings for CaseOnt2 . The number of matchings is
not correlated with accuracy. Although CaseOnt2 has the
smallest number of text pairs where case-aware noun phrases
matching succeeded, the combination of the base feature sets
and CaseOnt2 achieved the highest accuracy.
The feature set coming from the temporal expression comparisons was eﬀective in both the BC task and the EXAM
task. We therefore believe that they will work well in many
domains and are important features for textual entailment
recognition.
We used the historical entity mapping to expand the capability of the temporal expression matching. The new feature sets can handle not only numerical temporal expressions, but also nonnumerical temporal expressions. Table
11 shows the number of text pairs with temporal expressions. The numbers of text pairs with temporal expressions
of Time1 and Time2 are larger than for Temporal. Time1
has the largest number of text pairs where temporal expressions can be compared, which were at least doubled.
As explained in Section 4, the numbers of appearances of
the historical entities are larger than those of the numerical
temporal expressions in 50 texts of the EXAM subtask. It
is important to treat not only from the numerical temporal
expressions but also the historical entities.
Table 12 shows the comparisons of the results of the feature sets coming from the temporal expression comparisons.
We used the feature sets (Char, Word, PAS) as the base feature sets. From Table 12 we can know that Time1 showed
very well. As discussed in Section 4, the accuracy of temporal entity mapping in Time1 is 0.49 and the accuracy of
temporal entity mapping in Time2 is 0.87. The temporal
entity mapping in Time1 has high coverage and low accuracy, and outperformed temporal entity mapping in Time2



with its low coverage and high accuracy. We conclude that
the coverage of temporal entity mapping is important to expand the capabilities of the temporal expression matching.
Although the resource used in Time2 has more vocabulary
than the resource used in Time1 , the numbers of text pairs
where temporal expressions can be compared of Time2 are
less than those of Time1 . We can conclude that the coverage is more important than the accuracy in the temporal
entity mapping.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we described the textual entailment recognition system we built for NTCIR-10 RITE2 and proposed
two new kinds of features. One is based on case-aware noun
phrase matching using ontologies. The other is based on
temporal expression comparison after mapping the historical entities into speciﬁc time intervals.
Although the method mapping noun phrase to speciﬁc
year achieved a certain result, it is needed to treat the behavior of the noun phrase to improve the performance. In
Time1 the system mapped the start year of “όʔσϯେެ
Χʔϧ” (‘Charles, Grand Duke of Baden’) to 1806. However, this year is not his birth year, but his marriage’s year.
In this paper we rapidly built the resources from Wikipedia
by the naive methods to evaluate the eﬀect of the temporal
entity mapping. There is the possibility of improvement in
the resource building and entity matching.
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